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Formatting changes requested
----------------------------------

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Affiliations - Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: department, institute, city, and country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution
Authors’ reply: done

Table vertical elements - Please note that we are unable to display vertical rules within the tables nor are we able to write text vertically within the cells - please re-layout your table without these vertical elements. We are unable to correctly display merged cells where the merged cell crosses rows.
Authors’ reply: done, tables re done and uploaded as separate file

Minor revisions

Email address - please include email addresses for all the authors on the title page. Please use the following format-
GSF: g.s.feder@qmul.ac.uk
HS: hsohal@yahoo.co.uk
SE: s.eldridge@qmul.ac.uk
Authors’ reply: done

Please change 'Introduction' to 'Background'.

Please change 'Materials and methods' to 'Methods'.

Please format Authors' contributions as a paragraph rather than a list.

Add the heading 'Tables' to the table section.
Authors’ reply: done

Thank you.

Dr M H Ather